TyreTalk
Our integrated warehouse
and offices are now open!
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Welcome!
We’ve had a busy time of it lately.
The RWM show at the NEC in
September was swiftly followed by
our move in to brand new premises
and we’ve also been working on
new tyre designs for major OEM
customers.
It is pleasing that sales have
continued to increase and our presence in Europe is
going from strength to strength. We’re looking forward to
an equally busy 2013.

Les Williams

This is our second move in 2 years, but we’re happy to
say that with all our operations now under one roof we
won’t be moving again any time soon!
We’re still very local to the original roots of the business
in Leigh, Warrington but instead of separate offices and
warehouse our new unit is a single integrated unit which
also offers us the space we require for future growth.
As a consequence we can stock a wider range of tyres
improving lead times for all customers and we can visibly
monitor stock movements from our offices.
We’re looking forward to welcoming visitors to our new
home at:
Unit E9, Aspul Court, Moss Industrial Estate, Leigh
Lancashire WN7 3PT

RWM Show
We saw many of you on our stand during the RWM
Exhibition at the NEC during September. Thank you for
taking the time to drop by.
We had a bigger display than ever including a range of
new tyres and wheels -including a set of 110-20 C28X
super cushion solid tyres that we purpose designed for
JCB’s new 527-58 Wastemaster Loadall. These were also
previewed on the machine on JCB’s stand.
Our other new products included a range of port
compound tyres and new rims for the unique ITWS
Service Exchange Scheme.
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We’re approved by Komatsu

Our tyres are now being delivered directly to the Komatsu
assembly line in Germany for factory fitment to new machines.
This follows a year long process of working with Komatsu to
gain approval. From supplying exhaustive data to rigorous
testing of the tyres we’re pleased to have met their strict
criteria and standards.

The ITWS team is growing

Matt Attenborow

The business is growing and with it the team here at
ITWS. Our latest full time appointment is Matt Attenborow
who has joined us as Assistant Manager and Warehouse
Manager. With an excellent grounding in the freight and
warehouse sector Matt is already making a difference to
our stocking and despatch processes and is overseeing all
our warehouse activities. We’re delighted to welcome him
to the team.
We’ve also appointed a Health & Safety Advisor who
has over 30 years of experience in the H&S arena. Colin
Marshall will be working in conjunction with us here
at ITWS to oversee our rigorous adoption of all H&S
practices in our factory and office environment.

Colin Marshall
We pride ourselves on safe working practices for
employees, suppliers and visitors alike and we aim to keep
on top of all legislation relevant to our environment.
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